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Developing Next-Generation Products
The Creative Challenge in A&D
Coordination and Innovation

Designing and building aerospace and defense (A&D) products is more challenging
than ever. Manufacturers must create complex products quickly and efficiently
while pushing the envelope with innovative solutions.

The Profitability Imperative
SAP Innovations

Perfecting the process of building an aircraft
or weapon system is no small task.

Additionally, firms must broaden their program
portfolios in areas such intelligence, cybersecurity, and IT services. While this potentially
unlocks new streams of revenue, it also
introduces additional complexity into the
creative process.

Consider the constant design changes,
rigorous compliance requirements, and budget
restrictions that accompany the typical A&D
program. Companies need to constantly
synchronize engineering, manufacturing,
and supply chain processes in order to assure
a smooth production cycle.
Moreover, A&D firms are locked in a perpetual
battle to advance the state of the art. Rather
than developing incremental refinements of
existing products, manufacturers are charged
with using the latest advances in science and
technology to meet challenging new requirements. Designing for low operational costs is
especially big today.
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Design and Manufacture Simultaneously
The Creative Challenge in A&D
Coordination and Innovation

The reality today is that most A&D companies are struggling to effectively keep
engineering and manufacturing processes in sync. Contributing to this dynamic is
a reliance on IT that hampers the ability to coordinate efforts while doing nothing
to advance design innovation.

The Profitability Imperative
SAP Innovations

Too often A&D companies operate multiple
pieces of software from various vendors that
don’t talk to one another, such as engineering
systems, enterprise resource planning
applications, and manufacturing execution
software. Even with costly IT projects to patch
them together, the overall solution does not
support a simultaneous development of product
and manufacturing process documentation.

In addition to knitting together internal
processes, the latest IT systems can also serve
as the foundation for new product and service
offerings delivered to external customers. The
latest developments in mobile, in-memory
computing, and visualization technologies open
new possibilities for innovative A&D programs.

Rather than delaying the handover from
engineering to manufacturing, IT should act as
a platform to enable design and manufacturing
processes to occur simultaneously. Combining
a common database and advanced technology
helps shorten development time, assure high
product quality, and minimize costs.
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Meeting Demanding Customer Needs
The Creative Challenge in A&D
Coordination and Innovation

To ensure profitability, A&D manufacturers must effectively orchestrate myriad
issues between engineering and manufacturing to deliver products on time and
within budget. They must innovate based on the latest technologies without
sacrificing sustainability, cost-effectiveness, or speed.

The Profitability Imperative
SAP Innovations

Meeting customer requirements means offering
solutions that can handle a rising number of
options for the end product, enable late
implementation of changes, and leverage the
state-of-the-art knowledge of the best suppliers.

And finally, business intelligence solutions
leveraging “Big Data” are key to learning from
past experience, respecting government
regulations, and controlling the development
process.

45%

An integrated solution must offer a level of
robustness that allows for handling of variances
and complete control of product configurations.
Change management has to integrate
engineering, manufacturing, suppliers, and the
aftermarket. Collaboration with an advanced
access control model is needed to integrate
suppliers.

Only after these functions have been mastered
can A&D manufacturers consistently achieve
high levels of profitability.

Time-to-profit improvement
potential resulting from
collaborating with internal
and external stakeholders
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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SAP Innovations
The Creative Challenge in A&D
Coordination and Innovation

A new generation of technology innovations gives A&D firms the ability to more
effectively design and manufacture products, as well as monitor energy and
environmental resource consumption.

The Profitability Imperative
SAP Innovations

Mobile technology solutions such as SAP
Mobile Platform give shop floor workers greater
flexibility in boosting accuracy, efficiency, and
safety. Technicians and supervisors can access
work orders, review documentation, and raise
nonconformances directly on a mobile device.
Eliminating error-prone paper-based products
as well as worker movement between fixed
terminals and aircraft has a direct impact on
reducing waste.

Analytics and in-memory technology such as
SAP BusinessObjects business intelligence
solutions and the SAP HANA platform help
manufacturers identify waste, optimize business
processes, and monitor worker health, energy
consumption, and environmental impact.
Finally, solutions like SAP Mobile Platform and
SAP HANA can be integrated with products to
create entirely new and innovative A&D solutions.

SAP 3D Visual Enterprise applications take
heavy CAD files, exclusive to engineering in the
past, and convert them to interactive 3-D
product content that enables process planners,
business analysts, and technicians to consume
models, even on a mobile device. This speeds
learning and supports decision making.
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Deliver a High-Performance Product
Design and Build

Design and build a complex, high-performance, low-cost but sustainable product
while complying with regulations.

Experience Dependent
Technology Driven
Efficiently Executed

Experience Dependent
Competitive products result from great ideas and experience, which is often hidden in
the data of former products.

Optimized for Production
Technology Driven
To be competitive today, manufacturers have little choice but to embed the most
recent and advanced IT technology into their products.
Efficiently Executed
Demanding customers and challenging program plans require an integrated and
efficient process from order entry all the way to delivery.
Optimized for Production
Increasing competition and cost cutting put pressure on defense contractors to
manufacture for lower costs.
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Deliver a Best-of-Breed Product
Design and Build
Experience Dependent

Analyze engineering, manufacturing, and aftermarket
data of products that are already in service. Leverage
knowledge of your best partners in order to learn from
their experience.

Technology Driven
Efficiently Executed
Optimized for Production

38%
Lower product lifecycle
management costs for
the top 25% of performers
compared to average
performers

To be successful, a best-of-breed product in
A&D today has to deliver top performance for
a compelling price with low operational costs.
All these objectives can be reached only if
complete knowledge of all areas of your
company is leveraged.

Most components and subsystems are
designed and produced by partners nowadays.
Engineering can integrate best-of-breed
partners tightly into the development process
while manufacturing ensures the quality of
partner products.

Internal knowledge is represented by
engineering and manufacturing engineers.
They need access to as much knowledge
as the company has acquired and a way to
search for what they specifically need.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Embed Technology into Products
Design and Build
Experience Dependent
Technology Driven
Efficiently Executed
Optimized for Production

64%
Lower mobile spend with
a single, scalable, secure
mobile platform that enables
application creation and
device management

Enhance product functionality with embedded technology.
Today’s advances serve you well in engineering and
manufacturing a product, but that does not have to be the
end of their contributions. Let your customers benefit as
well by embedding these technologies in the products you
deliver to them.
More and more products in the A&D industry
need to send or receive data wirelessly, which
requires a secure and proven infrastructure.

Finally, data from A&D products can directly
trigger actions in a back-end system such as
planning maintenance or requesting spare
parts.

Sensors in A&D products send Big Data to
back-end systems. Storing and analyzing this
data correctly requires the latest in database
and analytics solutions. Visualization in 3-D
helps greatly in understanding the effects of
various kinds of forces on a product.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Fulfill Customer Demand as Promised
Design and Build
Experience Dependent
Technology Driven
Efficiently Executed
Optimized for Production

13%
Shorter time to market when
development projects are
managed via a documented
process that describes the
steps from concept to product
launch

Execute in a completely integrated way from engineering
to finance. When an order comes in, for example, it
should automatically trigger a manufacturing project,
which in turn activates the supply chain. Likewise, the
delivery of a product should trigger invoicing and updating
of financial records.
Engineering defines and validates every configuration of every end product of a company.
Manufacturing transfers the as-designed
product view into a product structure that
represents the manufacturing process. All
options and effectivities in manufacturing’s
as-planned product structure are in alignment
with the as-designed view.

The manufacturing project to fulfill a particular
sales order should be created automatically
and must reflect the configuration of the sales
order. Commencement of the project triggers
purchase orders for suppliers and in-house
production.
All costs associated with the manufacturing
project are posted to the sales order and are
ultimately included in customer invoices.

A sales contract can only be established
with options that are available in the asplanned view, and it must respect as-planned
effectivities.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Drive Efficiency in Production
Design and Build
Experience Dependent

Best-run manufacturers use proven manufacturing
principles in combination with highly specialized software
that is integrated into an enterprise solution and makes
use of the most recent technologies.

Technology Driven
Efficiently Executed
Optimized for Production

29%
Lower annual service and
maintenance cost when all
facilities track the same key
performance indicators to
measure comparable
performance

To withstand today’s price pressure and fulfill
exacting schedules, manufacturers need a set
of solutions that is specialized for A&D but
also integrated with the company’s backbone
software. Of course, the solution must support
industry standards like Six Sigma and kanban.
The introduction of 3-D visuals makes
manufacturing engineers more productive. This
technology helps with everything from creating
manufacturing bills of material to process
planning.

Mobile devices allow shop floor mechanics
to stay at their installation locations and still
access their most recent work instructions. With
3-D visuals available on the mobile device, they
can even compare the recommended assembly
process with the actual installation procedures
to improve productivity.
The emergence of Big Data gives rise to
completely new analytic applications, such
as in the areas of resource consumption and
material flow monitoring.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Complex Products – Design and Build Value Map
SAP Solutions

SAP solutions address key requirements of complex products.

Product Development
Embedded Technology

Product
Development
and Compliance

Integrated
Product
Development

Embedded
Compliance

Embedded
Systems
Technology

Real-Time
Sensor and
Intelligence
Platform

Mobile Platform

Application and
Cloud Platform

Project
Manufacturing
for Complex
Assembly

Order
Management

Project and
Production
Planning

Manufacturing
Engineering

Plant Operation
and Maintenance

Asset
Operations and
Maintenance

Asset Visibility
and
Performance

Energy and
Environmental
Resource
Management

Project Manufacturing
Operation and Maintenance
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Product Development and Compliance
SAP Solutions

Develop products with regulatory compliance in mind.

Product Development

Product development in A&D is an integrated approach among
engineering, manufacturing engineering, and development partners.
Tight regulations apply.

Embedded Technology
Project Manufacturing
Operation and Maintenance

16%
Higher new product revenue
for organizations with greater
compliance and sustainability
maturity

Integrated
Product
Development

Identify industry-leading partners and integrate them into the development
environment. For engineers, collaboration is key for success, not only with
partners but also internally – especially with manufacturing. Early consensus
by the entire design and manufacturing team on product design and a closedloop change management process shorten time to production.

Embedded
Compliance

Take regulations into account during the development process. For quality
classification, critical parts are identified by engineering. To design for quality,
data on older programs should be available.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Embedded Systems Technology
SAP Solutions

Enhance your products by embedding the latest
IT technology.

Product Development

Leverage Big Data, enterprise mobility, and our platform for building
applications to deliver new value-adding services to your products –
for predictive maintenance or mobile, for example. Or create entirely
new IT solutions for areas such as intelligence and cybersecurity.

Embedded Technology
Project Manufacturing
Operation and Maintenance

40%
Greater ability to utilize Big
Data to gain insights with a
well-established analytics
and data modeling center of
excellence

Real-Time Sensor
and Intelligence
Platform

Manage the huge amounts of data generated by A&D products that contain
functionalities like intelligence and real-time sensor monitoring. Derive insights
from this vast data that increase the value of your products through use of a Big
Data platform with advanced analytics functionality such as predictive analysis.

Mobile Platform

Create mobile solutions for your customers so they can gain real-time insights
anywhere, anytime. Empower intelligence officers, create a wireless cockpit, or
increase productivity for maintenance workers – all on a secure mobile platform.

Application and
Cloud Platform

Offer closed-loop processes with new applications using leading embedded IT
technology.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Project Manufacturing for Complex Assembly
SAP Solutions

Manage and control manufacturing projects for
complex products.

Product Development

To prepare for production, manufacturing and quality engineers
create basic data. Releasing a sales order starts the manufacturing
process, with automatic generation of manufacturing plans, parts to
be procured, and so forth.

Embedded Technology
Project Manufacturing
Operation and Maintenance

18%
Lower unplanned downtime
for organizations adopting a
preventive/predictive maintenance approach, compared
to those adopting a reactive
approach
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Order
Management

Tightly integrate sales contracts with options available from engineering.

Project and
Production
Planning

Plan an entire project based on the sales order. Automatically trigger supplier
and manufacturing functions based on the demands of this project.

Manufacturing
Engineering

Enable faster creation and higher quality of manufacturing bills of material,
routings, and work instructions with help from SAP 3D Visual Enterprise
applications.

Manufacturing
Execution

Execute the project with work instructions provided on a mobile device.

Quality
Management

Plan and control the quality of the product. Handle deviations with full process
documentation.
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Plant Operation and Maintenance
SAP Solutions

Manage assets lifecycles and get visibility into their
performance.

Product Development

Efficiently and sustainably manage the entire lifecycle of assets.
Get real-time visibility into their performance and improve their
usage. Do all this while cutting costs and considering environment,
health, and safety performance at the same time. What does it take?
Powerful analytics.

Embedded Technology
Project Manufacturing
Operation and Maintenance

53%
Of companies regularly
assess products’ impact on
the environment, health, and
safety during their design,
manufacturing, and distribution

Asset Operations
and Maintenance

Maximize return on manufacturing assets by collaborating across all related
activities such as finance, manufacturing operations, HR, and risk and
compliance to support integrated asset management processes.

Asset Visibility
and Performance

Improve overall equipment effectiveness by providing asset intelligence and a
holistic view of performance, risks, and expenditures throughout an asset’s
lifecycle.

Energy and
Environmental
Resource
Management

Industry leaders promote and practice safe and environmentally responsible
business processes to achieve operational excellence. They understand that
managing environmental resources is just as important as managing financial,
human, and manufacturing resources.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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SAP Innovations
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA
Mobile
Analytics
Visual Enterprise

65%
Of organizations believe
that cloud computing will
amplify other technology
“megatrends” such as
enterprise mobility, Big
Data, and analytics

Breakthrough technologies offer an unprecedented
opportunity to operate with greater speed, precision, and
compliance. Best-run A&D companies design and build
products armed with technology that gives their people
complete control and insight into the design and
manufacturing process.
“Big Data” and Analytics
Solutions for managing Big Data from SAP, especially SAP HANA, bring new dimensions of speed
and degree of detail to the analysis process. Offer your people boundless opportunities – to identify
waste, optimize business processes, or rapidly sense and respond to the unplanned, just for
starters.
Mobile
Give shop floor operators greater flexibility to boost accuracy, efficiency, and safety for workers on
the move.
Visual Enterprise
Integrate 3-D product content directly into business processes to accelerate learning and facilitate
decision making through graphical presentation.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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SAP Business Suite Powered by SAP HANA
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA
Mobile
Analytics
Visual Enterprise

SAP Business Suite software powered by SAP HANA
enables aerospace and defense (A&D) companies to
better monitor and analyze planning, status, and progress
of complex manufacturing projects. Faster material
planning allows business users to make critical decisions
based on near-real-time information.
Product
Development
and Compliance

SAP HANA allows A&D customers to plan, simulate, and run bigger projects in
engineering. It combines analysis of financials and logistics data for complex
projects.

Embedded
Systems
Technology

Sensors in A&D products deliver a huge amount of data. With SAP HANA, realtime analysis of sensor data relative to business data can be performed for the
first time.

Project
Manufacturing
for Complex
Assembly

In manufacturing, SAP HANA is changing the way material planning is conducted.
Since SAP HANA greatly accelerates analysis of material requirements planning,
manufacturers can be faster than ever to identify critical materials and handle
exceptions.

Plant Operation
and Maintenance

Plant operations can be analyzed in greater detail than ever before. SAP HANA
allows better predictive maintenance and monitoring of operations such as
energy consumption.
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SAP HANA
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA

With Big Data, A&D manufacturers have new powers to
pursue their never-ending endeavor to improve products
and optimize manufacturing processes. The technology
can even be embedded into end products to improve their
capabilities.

Mobile
Analytics
Visual Enterprise

68%
Greater ability to use Big Data
for organizations with a
well-defined, enterprise-wide,
high-performance analytics
strategy
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Product
Development
and Compliance

The development of better products relies on great new ideas, and the best of
them are based on prior experience. But this experience is often buried in a vast
amount of data generated during production of current products and by sensors
aboard them. Big Data solutions from SAP can handle the daunting challenges of
storing, organizing, and processing data volumes of this magnitude.

Embedded
Systems
Technology

Manufacturers are not the only parties to gain from analyzing this kind of data
about, and generated by, products they deliver. Customers may benefit as well.
Embedding solutions for Big Data from SAP can fulfill this need.

Project
Manufacturing
for Complex
Assembly

Manufacturers are no strangers to the challenges of coping with massive
amounts of data. Material requirement planning and material flow analysis are
great examples. Tackle these traditional problems, going many levels deeper
than ever before, with Big Data solutions from SAP.

Plant Operation
and Maintenance

Plant maintenance is another area where historical data is not just massive in
scale but rich in insights that can increase the utilization of assets and prolong
their life. Mine these insights with SAP HANA.
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Mobile
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA

Transform the way product information is distributed for
critical manufacturing assembly operations. Enterprise
mobility gives technicians, mechanics, and supervisors
instant access to work orders, technical documentation,
and 3-D visual work instructions at the point of production.

Mobile
Analytics
Visual Enterprise

22%
Fewer days in inventory for
companies using a mobile
warehouse/inventory solution
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Product
Development
and Compliance

In engineering, mobile computing can play a critical role in design review and
approval processes. In combination with 3-D visualization, enterprise mobility
means more seamless collaboration between engineering stakeholders, as well
as entirely new ways to discuss designs with partners.

Embedded
Systems
Technology

In manufacturing, enterprise mobility brings paperless work instructions directly
to the point of work, boosting technician safety and efficiency by eliminating the
need to travel to a fixed computer terminal. 3-D visualizations on a mobile device
allow direct comparison between as-designed and current installations. In
addition, quality personnel are more effective when they can view checklists
and report issues while on the move.

Project
Manufacturing
for Complex
Assembly

Plant maintenance technicians working in vast A&D production facilities also
benefit from mobile solutions. With work order information, technical
documentation, and the ability to record measurements at their fingertips,
operators can work with greater speed and accuracy.

Plant Operation
and Maintenance

Mobile solutions from SAP allow customers to create their own communication
solutions based on an industry-leading mobile platform.
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Analytics
SAP Innovations
Applications
SAP HANA

Combined with Big Data and visualization solutions from
SAP, the potential of analytics reaches a new level.
Analyze amazing amounts of data in time frames that are
equally amazing, and present the insights you determine
using the best in 3-D graphics.

Mobile
Analytics
Visual Enterprise

Product
Development
and Compliance

With in-memory database technology, designers and manufacturing engineers
can now analyze data about a part in real time. They can drill down to the
lowest level of information stored in enterprise software and create ad hoc
reports for new challenges.

80%

Embedded
Systems
Technology

The industry-leading user interface technology in SAP software enables IT to
deliver the usability that engineers need. This technology also enables A&D
companies to deliver compelling analytics as part of their end product.

Of decision makers think
access to the right information
at the right time is critical to
their business

Project
Manufacturing
for Complex
Assembly

Today’s manufacturing projects bring new levels of demands for storing and
processing data. Meeting these challenges calls for state-of-the-art analytics
solutions such as those provided by SAP.

Plant Operation
and Maintenance

With SAP HANA, it is no longer necessary to aggregate data prior to analyzing
it and suffer the loss of detail that aggregation causes. Rather, analysis results
are based on all the detail in the original data.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Visual Enterprise
SAP Innovations
Applications

Enrich engineering and manufacturing processes with
3-D product visualization to simplify tasks, allow more
accurate planning, and increase productivity of shop
floor workers.

SAP HANA
Mobile
Analytics
Visual Enterprise

50%
Less process development
time with application visualization software from SAP
Source: Kaeser Kompressoren
AG

Product
Development
and Compliance

SAP 3D Visual Enterprise applications allow engineers to integrate designs
from different CAD systems. Even without access to the original CAD data,
manufacturing and partners can visualize the latest design changes.

Project
Manufacturing
for Complex
Assembly

Visuals in 3-D can illuminate manufacturing processes and provide insight for
improving them. During execution of a program, progress can be displayed using
3-D graphics based on actual order confirmations.

Plant Operation
and Maintenance

Maintenance and repair can be simplified with 3-D visualization of manufacturing
assets. Repair processes and parts utilization can be planned more accurately
using visual representations.
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Customer Co-Innovation
Best-Run Customers
Northrop Grumman

SAP co-innovates with leading aerospace and defense companies to drive industry
priorities. These include managing complex customer programs, designing and
building complex products, maintaining a responsive supply chain, and delivering
aftermarket services.

Why SAP?
Executive Advisory Council and User Groups
Executives of top aerospace and defense companies meet regularly in the SAP Executive
Advisory Council, the SAP User Group for Airlines (SUGAIR), and Americas’ SAP Users’ Group
(ASUG) regarding innovation, technology, and best practices.

9 out of
Top 10

Co-Innovation Partners
The aerospace and defense ecosystem comprises consulting and integration partners as well as
value-added co-innovators and developers.

World’s most admired
aerospace and defense
companies are members of
the SAP Executive Advisory
Council for Aerospace and
Defense
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Best-Run Customers
Northrop Grumman
Why SAP?

15%–20%

Northrop Grumman – a world-leading defense contractor
delivering innovative solutions that range from undersea
to outer space and into cyberspace.

Improved delivery
times

In the face of increasing budget pressures, Northrop Grumman needed
to think and act differently to improve operational efficiency and further
improve product quality. In addition to the broad deployment of
SAP Business Suite software, Northrop Grumman now leverages
SAP 3D Visual Enterprise applications across half of its business in
support of manufacturing, training, and technical documentation.

Key Benefits

$
Significant
cost savings
over 5 years



 Improve data consistency across departments and functions
 Reduce labor hours – work with up-to-date 3-D graphics,
not out-of-date paper manuals
 Reduce cost – reuse of graphics for multiple downstream purposes

Fewer errors,
improved accuracy

“Where SAP 3D Visual Enterprise is used, our delivery times have been
reduced by 15%–20% due to less rework and more efficient operations.”
John Patrick Batache, Director of Lifecycle Logistics and Support,
Northrop Grumman
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Why SAP?
Best-Run Customers

SAP solutions enable the agile A&D enterprise to quickly respond to a dynamic
marketplace and execute complex projects with speed and precision.

Northrop Grumman
Why SAP?
Comprehensive Business Solutions
SAP offers the most comprehensive portfolio of industry-tailored solutions for the A&D industry.
From program management to manufacturing to aftermarket services, SAP can help A&D
customers achieve excellence with integrated solutions.
Leveraging Key Breakthrough Innovations
The SAP solution portfolio is based on the industry’s most innovative technology foundation,
including SAP HANA, mobile solutions, analytics, and cloud solutions to enable business process
optimization and efficiency at the lowest possible cost.
40 Years of Delivering Value to Aerospace and Defense
The world’s leading A&D companies, across every segment of the industry throughout the world,
continue to rely on SAP to enable every aspect of their business.
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Find Out More About How Your Organization Can
Become Best-Run
Benchmark Your Performance
Position your organization for dominance in this new economy with the business performance
benchmarking program from SAP – available free to SAP customers and select prospects.
The SAP benchmarking program has helped more than 3,000 organizations assess their
strengths, uncover areas for improvement, and identify best practices and IT strategies that
generate clear, tangible value – not someday, but today.
Visit valuemanagement.sap.com >>

Go Live in Weeks
Here’s the fastest way to run your business better: our rapid-deployment solutions. In one
package, you get everything you need to be up and running quickly – including preconfigured
software and implementation services – in just weeks. With a defined scope and predictable
costs, there are no surprises.
Visit sap.com/solutions/rds >>

Join Your Community of Practices
Every day, SAP Community Network (SCN) changes the way that thousands of SAP users work.
It lets members help one another solve problems, learn, and invent new ways to get things
done – faster. Find out how to connect with people, content, and resources.
.

Visit scn.sap.com >>
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